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EDITION #97 MARCH 8TH-2021

San Nicolas Community Paper 
Unity In The Community Foundation



Get Your Printed Copy Every Monday 
Yes every Monday get your San Nicolas Community Paper 

Register to get your printed copy in your mailbox  
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EDITION #97 MARCH 8TH-2021

                                TO CONTACT UNITY IN THE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION 

    
unityinthecommunityfoundation@gmail.com  

  



Santa Teresita Center Is The Registration Point 
To Receive The Vaccine In San Nicolas. 

Santa Teresita Center will be the registration spot for those who would like 
to get the Covid vacine, there is an app however some people are not as 
tech savvy as others and would like to register old school style. This 
registration can be done on Monday’s and Tuesdays from 8:30-11:30 and 
2:30-5:30  
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Street Lights For The Rich Only?   
 These are the street lights that 
Sero Colorado will be getting, 
fully solar powered, my 
question is why can’t we get 
these for Bernaardstraat and 
all those other dark roads that 
are not safe for anyone to walk 
at night? Does the Hotel that’s 
far from finished get 
preferential treatment and 
must keep suffering? Please 
treat us all with the respect we 
deserve.  
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  Winning T-Shirt Designs For Aruba's 
Himno y Bandera   
We published the competition from 
the schools who were competing with 
their art to be on the T-shirt for March 
18th Aruba’s Himno y Bandera, these 
are the winning designs and you can 
get the shirt of your choice at Impex 
San Nicolas on Bernaardstraat 106 
telephone number 584-3996 support 
the kids  
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Aruba Basketball Bond Preparing For 
Nicaragua. 

Aruba Basketball Bond held a selection at the YMCA San Nicolas in 
preparation for their U-17 in Nicaragua among those who was evaluating 
were some coaches from the NCCA with some local coaches, all the kids did 
their best, and we know Aruba will be sending their best to bring back some 
prizes. 
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Esquire Store Is A 
Landmark Of San Nicolas.   
Esquire store is a important landmark of San 
Nicolas and should be a main tourist 
attraction. Trough think and thin they kept 
pushing and believing in San Nicolas and 
when you walk in you can feel the love, it’s 
never about money they just want to help 
you get what you are looking for. When you 
walk in the store your instantly transformed 
back in time as you can still find articles that will take you back to 
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the good old days.  Shop 
San Nicolas Shop with 
those who never turn their 
back on us when times got 
rough.  
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Brand 
New 
Product 
Cleans 
Everything 
POWER300‼ The 
real citrus cleaner. 
The product 
effectively cleans 
ANYTHING and  
EVERYTHING! Doors 
- walls - plastics - 
wood - furnitures - 
fabrics - carpets - 
tiles - stoves - 
extractors - CLEANS 
STAINLESS STEEL 

* AWG 3.10*  
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